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The object oftheinventionisto provide means 
for maintaining a temperature gradient along 
the exteriorwalls of a fractionating column equal 
to the existinggradient withinthe Column. 
The operation of refiuxing fractionating Col 

umnsis liable to considerable disturbance Caused 
by wariationsin atmospheric conditions reflected 
in varying Shel1 temperature. The exterior lag? 
ging or insulation commonly used reduces but 
does not entirely avoid this fluctuation,The 
means here described does Completely aVoid fluC 
tuations in shell temperature and also provides 
for the control of this temperature at a desired 
1evel at any point from the base to the top of 
the column. 
Referring to the single drawing,10 isany fraC 

tionating Column,illustrated as a bubble plate 
column provided with bubble caps 11,down 
comers 12,a bottom drain 13,a vapor iniet pipe 
1?,a vapor outlet pipe 15,and a refux Condenser 
46. Thisstructure is Conventional and no novelty 
in it is claimed. Per contra,the invention is not 
Iimited to this or any particular type of fraction 
ating Column but is equally adapted to Columns 
provided With perforated plates,grids,and pack 
ings of Coke or RaSchigringS. - 
Outside the shell of the tower I form a tight 

jacket T which prowides a Wapor Space 18 Sub 
stantially Sürrounding the Shel. At more or leSS 
the upper end of the jacket the vapor Space 
Communicates through8 pipe 19 with a Condenser 
20,whichinturn delivers condensate tothe lower 
end of the vapor space through pipe 24 which 
may have a controlvalve 22. Thetwo Condensers 
are supplied with Cooling liquid Such as water, 
from a main 23 and branches 24 and 25,con 
trolled byvalves26and2T. - 
In the lower portion of the Wapor Space a heat 

ing element 28 is immersed in a pool 29 of a liq 
uid which has a narrow boiling range approxi 
matingthat of the light fraction to betaken from 
the tower. This heating element is illustrated 
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as a pipe coil supplied with a hot fluid through 
pipe 30 controlled by a valve31. This valve may desirably be actuated by a diaphragm regulator* 
32 responsive to the pressurewithin the jacket, 
but may be manually operatedifpreferred. The 
coilmaybesupplied with steam forrelativelylow 
tower temperatures or with preheated heavy oils 
or Solutions of Salts for higher temperatures., 
The Showing of a heating coil is,illustrative? 

oniy and,particularly in apparatus of Small size, 
m3ybe Substituted by an electrical resistance ele 
ment,a suitable rheostat thenreplacing valve 31. 
The liquidformingpool29 may,assaid,have a 
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boiling range substantially equal to that of the 
top cut from the tower,or it may have a Some 
what lower boiling point at equal preSSure and 
be maintained in the jacket at Such advance 
OVer t0wer preSSure as to bring its vaporsto the 
desired temperature,In operation this 1iquid is 
kept gently boilingso asto bathe the fractionator 
shell in vapor of the desired temperature,the 
Vap0r Column paSSing upward through thejacket 
and being returned in liquid form by condenser 
20. Adesired temperature gradient within the 
jacKet may be maintained by regulating valve 22, 
Which Controls the amount of liquid circulated 
and consequently of vapor passing through the 
jacket,while the pressure-responsive valve 31 
Controls the Supply heat to prevent rise in pres 
Sure when valve 22 is partially closed and liquid 
backed up into the condenser. The entire appa 
ratus may Well be lagged asindicated at33. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. Means for Controlling the temperature of 

the Shell of a fractlonating tower,comprising:a 
jacket forming a vapor space substantially sur 
rOunding Said tower;a pool of Substantially con 
Stant boiling liquid in the lower portion of said 
Vap0r Space; heating means immersed in Said 
pool,and condensing means communicating with 
b0th the upper and the lower portions of said 
Vap0r SpaCe. 

2. A device Substantially as and for the pur 
pOSe Set forth in claim 1,including valve means 
between Said condenser and Said vaporspace. 
3,A device Substantially as and for the pur 

p0Se Set forth in claim 1,including means re 
Sponsive to preSSure in Said vapor Spacearranged 
to control the quantity of heat supplied by said 
heating meanS. 

4. Means for controlling the temperature of 
the Shell of a fractionating tower,comprising: 
a,jacket forming a vapor space substantially 
Surrounding Said tower; a pool of volatilizible 
1iquid in the lower portion of said vapor space; 
heating means immersed in said pool,and con 
densing means communicating with both the 
upper and the lower portions of said vapor space. 

5. Means for controlling the temperature of 
theshell of a fractionating tower,comprising: 
a jacket forming a vapor space substantially 
Surrounding Said tower; means for supplying 
Vapor to the lower end of Said Space; means for 
withdrawing vapor from the upper end of said 
SpaCe; means for Controlling the temperature 
of the vapor Supplied to said Space; and means 
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for regulating the rate of Said withdrawal of 
Vapor. 
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6. The method of controling the temperature 
of the Shell of a fractionatingtower which com? 
prises: passing a stream of Wapor upwardly 
through a Closed space substantially Surround? 
ing Said tower,and controlling the temperature 
gradient within Said closed space by regulating 
the rate of flow of Said Wapor. - 

7. The method of controlling the temperature 
of the Shell of a fractionating tower which com 
priseS: b0iling a liquid in the lower end of a 
closed space,substantialy surrounding said 
tower; removing vapor from the upper end of 
Said closed Space; and controlling the tempera 
ture gradient Within Said closed Space by regu 
1ating the rate of said removal of vapor. 

8. The method of Controlling the temperature 
of the shell of a fractionatingtower which com 
prises:boiling a p00l of liquid in the lower end 
of a closed Space Substantially Surrounding Said 
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tower; removing vapor.from the upper end of 20 
said closed space; regulating the quantity of heat 
Supplied to Said boiling p00l to maintain a pre 
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determined pressure thereupon and controling 
the temperature gradient within Said closed 
space by regulating the rate of Said removal 
of vapor, - 

9. The method of maintaining·adiabatic con? 
ditions within a fractionating tower which com 
prises: boiling,in the lower end of a closed space 
substantialy surrounding said tower,a pool of 
liquid, hawing Substantially the Same b0iling 
range as that of the overhead fraction to be 
withdrawn from Said tower; removing Vapor 
from the upper end of said closed space; regu 
1ating the quantity of heat Supplied to said boil 
ing pool to maintain the vapor temperature im 
mediately over Said pool equal to the Wap0r tem-, 
perature within the adjacent portion of said 
fractionating tOWer; and regulating the rate of 
Said removal of Wap0r to equalize the tempera 
turegradient withinsaid closedspace to the tem 
perature gradient within Said fractionating 
tower. - 
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